
Scents, food plots or decoys
aren’t the only ways to lure big
game animals into shooting

range. Game calls have been used for
centuries to entice game into
approaching a hunter’s stand or
blind and today, elk, moose, deer,
duck, goose and turkey hunters con-
tinue to rely on them in a big way.
Hunters know most common game
species will respond to a call at some
point in the season and this willing-
ness of game animals or birds to
investigate another of its species has
put countless numbers of them in
the freezer. 

As a deer hunter, I’ve found there
are times during the season when
deer just seem to disappear and
that’s when I take an interactive
approach to hunting them. If a deer’s
nose is its primary means for detect-
ing danger or for finding other deer,
I’d have to rank its ears as the second
of its keen senses. I’ve watched bed-
ded deer with their eyes closed and
was amazed how frequently they
moved their ears in an effort to
detect anything out of the ordinary.
As a result, I often use a deer call to
enhance my hunting chances and, in
many cases, I’ve had success getting

a deer to
invest i-
gate my
bleats or
grunts. If
a deer is
in hear-

ing range, there’s more than a slight
possibility it will investigate the
vocalization of the territorial inter-
loper. Deer have responded to my
calling far too many times for me to
leave my call home. I depend on my
deer call as much as I do a good
scent. It doesn’t always work but, it
works often enough to make using a
call worth my while.  

My second passion is turkey
hunting and I’ve been at it ever since
my native Pennsylvania inaugurated
a spring hunting season in 1968. I’ve
called dozens of turkeys into shoot-
ing range using a variety of slate,
glass, box and mouth calls. I’ll wager
I have more than a half dozen of
each type and I’m always on the look
out for another that is clearer, raspi-
er or just different from the others.
The other hunters with whom I’m
familiar do the same thing so, a shop
with a good display of deer and
turkey calls is likely to see additional
sales as these game species come
into season. 

I know a group of guys who go
out to Colorado every year to
bowhunt elk and they wouldn’t think
of doing so without an elk call. In
fact, they told me it’s the only way
they hunt these animals because
they hunt during the rut and that
bull elk often investigate the call of
another bull or the “mew” of a cow.
They also tell me they have a variety
of elk calls on which they rely and
that each of them has several. 

Because so many hunters use
them, a shop should consider stock-
ing a variety of game calls based on
the species of game customers are
likely to hunt in his area. A pro shop
with a selection of turkey calls will
see an increased interest in these
calls every spring. In the fall, deer
calls are good sellers because a grow-
ing number of hunters are discover-
ing how productive using a call can
be. Most avid hunters are aware that
whitetails of both sexes communi-
cate with each other by making more
than a half dozen different sounds,
including grunts, bleats, snorts and
wheezes and all of them can be real-
istically reproduced by calls current-
ly available. 

Grunts that go along with either
chasing, tending, or trailing are
made by bucks during the rut, while
bleats are vocalizations used mainly
by does and fawns as social or locat-
ing calls. Grunt tubes and bleat cans
are meant to imitate these sounds,
all of which can be useful in various
situations to attract a buck, doe or
fawn. The various mechanical calls
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The Quaker Boy Bleat-In-
Heat offers mistake free oper-
ation every time. Hunters will
appreciate the protective cap
that keeps out dirt and pocket
debris that can render a can
call inoperative.

The Lucy Cow and Calf Elk call by Quaker Boy accu-
rately reproduces all cow elk and calf calls while allow-
ing the hunter to place the reed end of the call in any
position they wish. Lightweight and durable, this call is
effective throughout all phases of the season.

Just like humans, no two deer sound
exactly alike and the Quaker Boy
Squeezin’ Bleat allows hunters to add a
variety of tonal quality to their calling. It
comes with an instructional video that can
make just about anyone a better deer
caller.
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used to make these sounds can be
divided into three categories: mouth
calls, bleat cans and rattling devices.
However, since deer vocalizations
are not limited to these sounds,
many hunters carry a variety of calls
with them to use as the situation
demands. 

I first used a deer call in the
1960’s. It was made by Herter’s in
Minnesota and consisted of nothing
more than a rubber band stretched
across a piece of plastic. By placing
the plastic piece in the mouth like a
harmonica, a hunter could make a
decent imitation of a doe bleat. Most
hunters, me included, were skeptical
of the effectiveness of such a call and
considered it to be so much snake
oil. In retrospect, Herter’s was far
ahead of its time because ultimately
hunters became aware of deer vocal-
ization and how effective duplicating
these vocalizations could be.
Ultimately, many began developing
their own calls and today, there are
calls available for calling just about
any species of wild animal. 

Today, we know game calls work
and that they not only mimic the
vocalizations of game animals, they
realistically duplicate them. This

gives hunters a fantastic edge when
conditions are right for calling.
Hunters of course don’t have to rely
on game calls but most do because
they add excitement to a hunt and
allow for more interaction between a
hunter and the game he is seeking.
Fortunately, today’s hunters have a
wide variety of calls from which to
choose and their technology is far
from the vibrating rubber band I first
used almost 50 years ago. 

Quaker Boy
Back in the mid 1970’s, Dick Kirby

was competing and winning turkey
calling contests across the country.
Kirby used his own calls and was so
successful, his name and his Quaker
Boy brand became synonymous with
turkey calls. Today, Quaker Boy pro-
duces duck, goose, elk, moose, turkey
and deer calls in addition to a variety
of predator and prey calls for those
interested in varmint hunting. 

Because bucks can be coaxed into
range by the sound of a doe, Quaker
Boy’s Bleat-In-Heat is one of its most
popular deer calls. This can call can be
operated with just a twist of the wrist

and makes perfect doe bleats every
time. Hunters will like the protective
end cap that keeps out dirt and dust,
helping it last for many seasons.

Because no two deer sound exact-
ly alike, Quaker Boy’s Squeezin’ Bleat
is a call offering the versatility hunters
look for. This call can make short or
long doe bleats with different tonal
qualities by simply squeezing the soft
rubber air chamber. When a buck
needs to be challenged, the new
Weezzy Snort Call is the one to reach
for. The Weezzy Snort easily repro-
duces the snort wheeze of a whitetail
buck that is meant to challenge the
dominance of another buck in the
area. 

When challenging a dominant
buck The Brawler is the one many
hunters turn to  because it features a
revolutionary new Eso Tube construc-
tion designed to mimic a buck’s
esophagus. A hard, reverse cone on
the end resembles the buck’s mouth
and together these attributes com-
bine to produce extremely realistic
buck grunts. 

Rattling bucks has long been an
accepted hunting technique in many
parts of the country because it can be
an effective hunting strategy to lure
reclusive bucks into view. The Quaker
Boy Rattle Master with Mossy Oak
Break-Up pattern reproduces the

Selling Today’s Game Calls
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By Mike Raykovicz

Many hunters have heard the unique
snort wheeze made by whitetail bucks.
Quaker Boy’s new Weezzy accurately mim-
ics this aggressive buck sound and is sure
to challenge the dominance of rival bucks.
A handy lanyard keeps the call in easy
reach.

Challenging a bull elk is the first step in
getting him close enough for a shot and
the expandable tube of the Challenger Elk
Bugle by Quaker Boy provides the volume
needed to reach out over longer distances.
A lanyard keeps the call handy while the
Mossy Oak cover blends into just about
any background.

Quaker Boy redesigned the Herd Master
Elk Call to provide higher pitched cow elk
sounds. The Hyper Herd Master (shown
here) with its special reed and high densi-
ty sound chamber provides realistic elk
cow calls in a compact package.
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sound of jostling and fighting bucks
during the fall rut. A special mixture of
hardwoods and carbon rods provides
the realistic sound of clicking antlers. 

For hunters seeking large game,
Quaker Boy offers the Challenger Elk
Bugle which is equipped with an
expandable tube to give it loud vol-
ume for reaching across long dis-
tances. This is a great bugle call for
beginners because it is extremely easy
to operate. The Bugle Boy is an open
reed call that can mimic the call of a
young spike elk or a raspy old bull.
This call comes complete with a dual
function cap that can be used on or
off the call. 

When calling elk in close, nothing
beats a cow call and the Quaker Boy
Hyper Herd Master will provide the
high sounds needed to lure a big bull
in close. The Lucy Cow & Calf Elk Call
effectively reproduces all elk cow and
calf calls and can bring in big bulls
throughout the hunting season. The
reed end of the call can be placed into
the mouth any way a hunter prefers
so that it feels most natural to the
user. 

Moose hunters will be interested
in the Mama Moose and Moose Mate
calls because they will reproduce the
mating bawls of a cow moose or the
lost call of her calf. The Moose Mate
call is more compact and has a com-
fortable grip for easy handling while
the open reed design of the Mama
Moose allows a hunter to make many
variations to his calls. 

Many hunters like the simplicity
and effectiveness of a can call and
Quaker Boy offers several. The Bleat-
In-Heat and Bleat-In-Heat II make
mistake free, perfect bleats every
time. Using a can call takes at least
one hand but Quaker Boy’s new Twist-
a-Bleat device allows a hunter to keep
his hands on his gun or bow. It accepts
almost any size can style call in its
jaws and works with a simple twist of
the wrist. Call Quaker Boy at (800)
544-1600 for more information.

Illusion Systems 
When Mike Dukart became dis-

satisfied with the way a goose call he
was using attracted geese, he set out
to develop a call with full tonal range
so that he could truly communicate
with them. The call worked so well
other hunters wanted one and
demand exceeded his expectations.
Today, Illusion Systems makes a wide
range of deer, turkey and waterfowl
calls that feature a free-floating reed

design and come with an educational
CD-ROM that gives users an opportu-
nity to learn how to effectively com-
municate with game animals.
According to Dukart, Illusion offers
several key products that he says his
company engineered to have techno-
logical advantages over other similar
game calls. “We are having great suc-
cess with these,” he said. “Illusion is a
premium brand with advanced tech-
nology and we sell mainly to indepen-
dent archery stores nationwide, near-
ly 400 of them,” he continued.
“Illusion creates calling systems with
extensive instructional videos pack-
aged with each call. They teach
hunters how to get the maximum per-
formance out of their call and also
teach them the animal’s language
which allows the hunter to communi-
cate with the animal rather than just
make random sounds,” he added.  

The Illusion Extinguisher allows a
hunter to easily make a buck grunt,
doe bleat or a fawn call by using the
call’s patented ModiSlide System. This
allows hunters to only carry one call
and still be able to duplicate the
vocalization of any deer. 

Hunters in northern states often
find their deer call is inoperative at a
critical time because the reed has
frozen due to moisture. The
Extinguisher eliminates this problem
by the use of the ModiSlide switch. By

simply moving the
switch up and down a
few times, a hunter
can have a frozen call
working again in sec-
onds. The free floating
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The Illusion Extinguisher Deer Call comes
with an instructional video that gives
hunters the knowledge they need to make it
work and to consistently bring in deer. The
CD-ROM lets users watch the video tutorial on their computer or listen to the audio por-
tion in their vehicle. Hunters will also like the freeze free design of this call and how the
rubber tube produces a more natural deer sound. The patented ModiSlide on the Illusion
Extinguisher Deer Call can be used to change the tone and pitch of the call and elimi-
nates the need for a hunter to carry multiple calls. The ModiSlide shown in the inset
photo also serves to free this deer call from freeze-ups.
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reed design mimics the vocal interac-
tion of a number of deer making a
hunter’s calls more realistic and effec-
tive. The Extinguisher is available in
Mathews Lost Camo pattern giving it
a distinctive look.

This year, Illusion Systems has fol-
lowed up on the success of the
Extinguisher Deer Call with the new
“Quick Change” paddle change-out
system for turkey box calls. Dukart
said the new system represents “the
end of traditional box calls as we’ve
known them.”  He went on to say with
the Quick Change system, hunters
can switch out paddles as quickly and
easily as they can change strikers on a
pot call because it takes only seconds
to complete. “Quick Change com-
pletely changes the way a box call per-
forms, because it provides unlimited
ranges of tones, volumes and vocal-
izations,” he added. 

Illusion Systems also offers
hunters a high quality pot call that
was designed by champion turkey
caller Steve Morgenstern. The
Morgenstern Glass Pot Call features
an unmatched range of pitch while
providing a distinctive “snap” to the
yelps which is not typically heard
from other pot calls.

Rounding out the Illusion line of
turkey calls is the Flat Stroke Box Call
with its unique balanced paddle
design that rolls across the tone
board. Hunters will love the raspy
yelps produced by the paddle’s
Canary Wood construction and how
the one-sided design helps “close”
each note. Illusion Systems can be
reached at (507) 281-0300. 

Flextone Game Calls 
Animal sounds are produced by

air flowing through soft tissue.
Vocalizations from the voice box trav-
el through vocal cords and then ulti-
mately stream upwards through the
wind pipe and esophagus around the

tongue then out the mouth. To dupli-
cate the sound made by air flowing
over soft tissue, Flextone calls offer a
soft flexible air passage chamber for
true, more natural sound which is
strategically designed to mimic the
anatomy of a real mammal or bird. 

Flextone has teamed up with
Michael Waddell and the Bone
Collector crew to produce the Buck
Collector Deer Call which promises to
“put the whole herd in one call.”  The
Buck Collector makes all known deer
vocalizations including the “wheeze.”
By simply squeezing the labeled but-
tons on the call, a hunter can instant-
ly change from  fawn bleats or distress
calls to doe estrus bleats, buck grunts,

The perfect shot AND the perfect bowstring
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Illusion Systems President Mike Ducart
introduced the Quick Change Turkey Box
call at the ATA show last January. The call
is revolutionary because a user can
change the paddles in just seconds to pro-
duce an almost unlimited range of tones,
volumes and vocalizations that can spell
success in the turkey woods.

The Illusion Quick Change Box Call comes
with an instructional video that hunters
can listen to while riding in their vehicles.
The CD-ROM can also be played on a DVD
player or home computer.

Slate or pot calls are favorites of many
turkey hunters because they offer a clarity
and realism that often get turkeys to
respond when other types of calls fail. The
Morgenstern Pot Call by Illusion provides
a wide range of pitch while making crisp
yelps that can turn a slow morning into
something to remember.

Box calls are a staple in the arsenal of
turkey hunters and can be played loud or
soft. The Canary Wood construction of the
Flat Stroke Box Call by Illusion has an
easy to find “sweet spot” that makes a
full, sweet, raspy note every time.
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or a snort wheeze that can trigger a
fight response in larger bucks.
Hunters will also appreciate the quiet-
ness of the soft flexible air tube if it
accidentally bumps against a gun or
bow. 

The Buck Commander Rut
Hunter allows hunters to easily pro-
duce desperate doe estrus bleats,
dominant buck grunts and com-
manding growls whenever they wish.
The large, ported exhaust bell gives
this call loud volume while producing
a natural sound to lure bucks into
range regardless of the time of year.
The Rut Hunter is easy to use and
buck grunts or growls can be made by
just blowing into the call. Estrus doe
bleats and bawls can be made by sim-
ply blowing into the call while
squeezing the barrel. Like the Buck
Collector, the Rut Hunter features a
soft design making it quiet in the
woods. 

Hunters know rattling antlers
attract bucks yet the Flextone Battle

Bag allows them to mimic the sound
of fighting bucks without having to
tote a cumbersome set of antlers
around the woods. The flexible bag
makes it easy to mash the synthetic
fighting sticks together providing
more volume than other bags. The
design also keeps the sticks from
making unwanted noise when enter-
ing the hunting area. 

The All-N-One Deer Call is
extremely versatile and features but-
tons that show the user where to
squeeze the call to mimic fawn, doe,
and young or mature buck vocaliza-
tions. The opposite end of the call has
a button for volume control. Now
hunters have the flexibility to pro-
duce a full range of vocalizations with
one deer call. Hunters will appreciate
the natural sounds this call makes
but also the sounds it does not make
if it accidentally comes in contact
with any hard object like a gun or a
bow.

Wildgame Innovations continues

to utilize technology to make their
game calls better with the Killer
Wheeze Deer Call. The new snort-
wheeze call is simple to use because
all a hunter needs to do is to just blow
into the rounded end of the call with
a too,too,toooooosshhh cadence that
challenges a dominant buck to come
in looking for a fight. The sound is an
aggravated and aggressive sound
made by bucks as a territorial warn-
ing. 

Elk hunters have a number of
excellent calls from which to choose
in this brand and the Flextone Little
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Flextone says its technology produces a
more natural sound by accurately mimick-
ing the soft flexible tissue of a deer’s neck,
mouth, and tongue. With the Buck
Commander Deer Call, a hunter can mimic
the calls of just about any deer. The large
ported exhaust bell gives this call extra
volume to reach out over longer distances
or for more effective use on windy days.

Seasoned bowhunters recognize the
snort-wheeze of mature bucks and the
Flextone Killer Wheeze call duplicates this
sound, challenging  them to a fight. The
soft, flexible body of the call is extremely
quiet even if it accidentally comes in con-
tact with a gun or bow. The handy lanyard
keeps the call ready or out of the way.

For elk hunters, Flextone offers the com-
pact and simple to use Little Jewel Elk Call.
Despite its size, this call will mimic a vari-
ety of cow and calf elk calls. A soft barrel
and lanyard make the call stealthy while
keeping it handy.

The Buck Collector was designed in coop-
eration with Michael Waddell and the
Bone Collector Brotherhood and is the
most flexible and natural-sounding call in
Flextone’s lineup. A rubberized body and
labeled buttons allow a hunter to adjust
the tone to create a variety of deer vocal-
izations.

The Flextone Battle Bag is the perfect
accessory for duplicating the sound of
fighting bucks. The unique open air rubber
flex design of the bag allows a hunter to
turn up the volume and  duplicate the
sound of early season sparring or height
of the rut buck battles.

With the Flextone All-N-One call a hunter
only needs one call to duplicate fawn, doe
or buck vocalizations. The volume of the
call can be regulated by simply squeezing
a button at the end of the call while a lan-
yard keeps the call ready for instant use
yet out of the way.

The extendable hose of the Flextone Easy
Elk Bugle makes this call very compact
and easily reproduces the vocalizations of
a spike or herd bull simply by extending
the hose. The toneboard features a reed
location system and consistently  pro-
duces the right notes.
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Jewel Hands Free Cow Elk Call is one
of them. According to Nathan Carlely,
Graphics Coordinator at Flextone,
this call is one of the easiest, best
sounding cow elk calls on the market.
Hunters will appreciate its small size
and the fact it is very easy to use. All
elk cow and calf vocalizations can be
made by simply biting down on the
soft flexible barrel and blowing with
variable pressure. Hunters will also
like the fact this call won’t tickle the
upper lip or palate like open reed
designs often do.

By extending the hose, Flextone’s
Easy Bugle Elk Call makes it simple to
reproduce the vocalizations of a spike
or herd bull. The toneboard features a
reed location system to produce the
right notes every time. Because there
are no exposed latex reeds to manip-
ulate with the lips, this call is
extremely easy to use. It is compact
and is less likely to get in the way
when a shot is presented. Phone (866)
995-4263 for additional information. 

Pete Rickard 
The Pete Rickard line of animal

scents has been around since 1929
and today, the company offers a vari-
ety of products designed to enhance
the success of hunters and trappers.
Rickard acquired Scotch Calls in
1994 and has marketed Scotch brand

products ever since. 
The Scotch Mini Me Deer Call is

ideal for those hunters looking for a
hands free call to minimize move-
ment. By sliding an o-ring along the
plastic reed of the call, a hunter can
make doe bleats, buck and doe
grunts, fawn bleats and just about
any other sound made by whitetail
deer. It is extremely compact and
comes with a lanyard to keep the call
within reach. 

Buck grunts and doe bleats
aren’t the only calls to which deer
respond so Rickard offers the com-
pact Deer Bleat Call to mimic the
distress cries of a fawn. These cries
will often cause both bucks and does
to come into the open and will
attract predators such as coyotes as
well. The pitch and tone of the call
can be varied by biting on the
mouthpiece to produce the strained
bleating effect that fawns often use. 

The Scotch Three In One Grunt
Call is a hunting tool that will effec-
tively mimic the calls made by either
bucks or does. An adjustable o-ring
enables a hunter to change the call
as conditions in the field dictate.
Tending or chasing grunts are no
problem and fawn bleats can be eas-
ily made by simply moving the o-
ring to the desired position. 

Hunting bucks during the rut is

The Scotch Game calls shown (left to right) in the photo include the Elk Bugle call, Mini-
Me, Deer Bleat, and Deer Grunt call and Grunt Call with lanyard.
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always exciting and becomes even
more so if a buck responds to a
hunter’s calls. The Scotch Deer Grunt
Call makes realistic tending buck
grunts by simply inhaling or exhal-
ing on the mouthpiece. The tending
grunt causes jealous or curious
bucks within hearing range to inves-
tigate the source of the sound.
Variations in tone and volume are
controlled by placing the hand over
the end of the grunt tube. 

For elk hunters, Rickard offers
the Scotch Elk Call that will mimic
the higher pitched whistle of a
younger bull issuing a challenge to a
larger bull who already has a harem
of cows. The Scotch Elk Call will
duplicate the five note whistle of a
young bull and is designed to antag-
onize an older bull into leaving his
harem to run off the young interlop-
er. Made of lightweight plastic, the
Scotch Elk call can be tucked into a
jacket or even a shirt pocket and kept
handy throughout the hunt. For
additional information contact Pete
Rickard, Inc. at (800) 282-5663.

Primos Game Calls
In 1974, Will Primos converted the

rooms in his home for manufacturing,
assembling, and packaging his line of
game calls. Today, his company has
two facilities with 120,000 square feet
of floor space and offers more than
450 different products designed to
enhance the success of hunters
regardless of the game they are hunt-
ing. Primos Game Calls offers hunters
a full range of turkey, deer, elk, preda-
tor and specialty calls designed to
effectively take game animals.

Elk hunters will be particularly
interested in the Hoochie Mama and
Baby Hoochie because they allow
them to master the sound of a cow elk
with a calf. The Hoochie Mama makes
perfect cow elk sounds by simply
pushing on the rubber bellows and
allowing the call to do the work. By
twisting the end of the call, a hunter
can quickly switch from mews, to a
lost cow sound to a cow in estrus
sound. With this call, anyone can

reproduce just about any sound made
by a cow elk.  The Baby Hoochie cre-
ates perfect elk calf calls that often
trigger a reaction from bull elk. When
combined these calls let a hunter
mimic a herd of elk, a sound that big
bulls find hard to resist. 

For normal or close in calling,
Primos offers the Imaka Da Bullcrazy,
a cow call designed to mimic several
cows close together. This call was so
efficient when it was field tested in
2006, the Primos staff gave it the
unusual but catchy name. By pinch-
ing or squeezing the bell, a hunter can
vary the call’s pitch and sound like
multiple cow elk. A long range version
with a green mouthpiece is available
when hunters want to reach out over
long distances or when wind makes
other calls difficult to hear. 

For challenging bull elk, Primos
offers the Bull Horn, a call designed
for making realistic bull elk bugles in
addition to cow elk calls. The Bull
Horn features an expandable hose for
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Can Calls are popular
because they are effective and
easy to use. Primos offers all
three of its can calls in one
package so hunters can be
ready for any hunting situa-
tion. Each can produces a
slightly different sound. The
volume of the Original Can,
and Great Big Can is louder
than the Lil Can.

The Hands-Free Call
by Primos is just the
thing hunters can use
when they need to
keep their hand on
their gun or bow.
This call accurately
reproduces all the
sounds made by
bucks.

The Power Buck Doe Call is
versatile letting a hunter carry
only one call to mimic both
buck and doe vocalizations.
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varying the pitch of the call and for
ease of carrying. A patented mouth-
piece and support shelf together with
the expandable hose enables a hunter
to reproduce accurate elk bugles and
cow calls with variable tones. A sling
lanyard and camo cover come stan-
dard.

When it comes to deer hunting,
Primos offers a variety of reed and can
calls that cover the whole range of
deer vocalizations. The Long Can pro-
duces longer and more intense estrus
bleats, which lets bucks know there is
a doe ready to be bred. This call is
most effective during the pre-rut and
rut because this is the sound for which
bucks are listening. To effectively use
this call, a hunter needs to be set up in
an area where bucks have to come in
and search for the doe they hear. 

When bucks hear the estrus bleats
of a doe, it tells them she is ready to
breed. Whitetail, Blacktail, and Mule
Deer all respond quickly and dramati-
cally to the “quivering” doe estrus
bleat produced by  The Original Can.
This is an extremely versatile call to
use during the pre-rut, rut, and post-
rut. The e-Can is similar to the
Original Can except a hunter can
make a perfect estrus bleat every time
by simply pushing a button. The e-
Can produces the exact sound and
volume as the Original Can. By keep-
ing the e-Can accessible when hunt-
ing, it’s easy to draw deer in or stop
them for a shot. 

The Primos line-up of can calls

has been so effective at calling deer
up close the company says it has rev-
olutionized deer calls. The Great Big
Can has been tuned to be louder and
last longer for long-range calling. It’s
perfect for windy days and hunting
wide-open fields. Both deer and
hunters love the quivering estrus doe
bleat that has made  The Can  family
of calls so accurate and effective. 

The Little Big Roar reproduces
aggressive buck grunts that hunters
commonly hear during peak times of
the rut. The Little Big Roar has a
hardwood barrel and the resonating
end is made from soft rubber that
can be squeezed to manipulate the
sound of a rutting buck. The aggres-
sive grunts made by bucks when
their testosterone levels are at their
seasonal peak are easily duplicated
with this call. For windy conditions,
or for attracting the attention of a
buck walking across a long field, the
Buck Roar may be just the thing
because it reproduces a deep, res-
onating aggressive grunt that is made
by bucks during the rut. This call is
designed to stop an estrus doe and to
stop or warn other bucks to get away
from the hot doe they are trailing.
Now hunters can reproduce this
aggressive grunt sound right in their
stand. 

If one call is good, two can some-
times be better and the Primos Power
Buck and Doe Call can double a
hunter’s odds for calling in a buck.
Many times when a buck won’t

For those about to embark on their first elk hunt Primos has put together the Elk Hunter
Master Pack containing a Super Pack Elk Bugle, Hoochie Mama, mouth calls and a
Mastering The Art elk calling instruction video.
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respond to a grunt call, it’s because he
can’t hear it. Bleating at him first to get
his attention then following up with a
buck grunt will get him to respond
when other strategies fail. This call
allows hunters to bleat and grunt
using just one call. 

Time and time again hunters
need a call they can use while keeping
their hands on their bow or gun and
the Primos Hands-Free Buck & Doe
Call is the perfect choice for those
close encounters. The five in one
adjustable reed assembly reproduces
all buck and doe vocalizations and
bow hunters will like the compactness
of this call. Just because it is small
doesn’t mean it isn’t loud. The Hands-
Free Buck and Doe Call produces
enough volume to get the attention of
deer at long distances. 

Primos Hardwood Fawn Bleat is
the “Original” call introduced in 1986,
which started the craze of calling
does. Made from select hardwood, it
reproduces the bleat and bawls of
young deer or fawns which appeals to
the maternal instincts of all does dur-
ing the early bow season. Blown softly,
the Hardwood Fawn Bleat can easily
reproduce doe estrus bleats which
appeal to bucks during the rut. 

Mimicking the bleats of fawns
and does isn’t the only way to call

bucks into shooting range. Antler rat-
tling was used for years in the south-
west part of the country and now
hunters from every state embrace the
technique as a proven and accepted
way to get a buck’s attention. Primos
Fightin’ Horns are made of a high
grade polymer that gives them the
same consistency and structure as
real antlers. The fourteen contact
points on the Fightin’ Horns realisti-
cally reproduce the sound of heavy
fighting or light sparring bucks. An
extended handle allows a hunter to
bang them together as hard as he likes
without injuring his hands. 

With the Dynamic Duo, a call
pack that includes the Original Can
for making doe bleats and the Buck
Roar with its incorporated challeng-
ing wheeze tube designed to chal-
lenge almost any buck to a fight,
hunters will be prepared for just about
any calling situation they encounter
in the field. To make learning call use
easier, an instructional mini-DVD is
included. For additional information
on these or any other Primos calls
phone (800) 523-2395. 

Hunter’s Specialties 
Hunter’s Specialties produces a

variety of deer, elk, turkey and preda-
tor calls that hunters find extremely
useful. The Bucgrunter and
Quadgrunter tube calls produce tend-
ing, threatening and reassuring grunts
by simply blowing into the end of the
call. The Quadgrunter is more versa-
tile and allows hunters to reproduce
all the sounds made by deer, includ-
ing mature buck grunts, young buck
grunts, doe bleats and grunts, and
fawn bleats. The call’s special o-ring
settings enable hunters to quickly
change pitch to match any hunting
situation. This variable-range feature
also allows hunters to precisely adjust
the call to obtain the exact tone
desired for individual calling styles. 

The Super Talker Deer Call has all
the great features of the original True
Talker including a flexible fingering
membrane that lets a hunter vary his
calling and imitate young bucks or old
does. Additional volume with
enhanced guttural and distinct click-
ing sounds make the Super Talker
extremely popular with many
bowhunters. 

The new True Talker 2 makes all
the sounds of the original True Talker
and has the convenient size of the
Super Talker. Said to be a revolution in
deer calling technology, the patented
True Talker deer call produces all the
sounds in the whitetail’s vocabulary.
This hardwood, balanced reed system
allows the caller to not only vary pitch
and tone, but alter the volume,
rhythm and inflection when calling.
The True Talker’s four memory bands
allow the caller to quickly find the
desired tone. 

Hunter’s Specialties offers three
can calls that mimic the sound of
does. The Young Doe Estrus Bleat pro-
vides the higher pitch of a young
estrus doe and is very effective
throughout the rut. Its small size
makes it easy to carry in an outer jack-
et pocket, keeping it handy until
needed. At times the sound of an adult
doe in estrus can get the attention of a
big buck and the louder sound of the
Adult Doe Estrus Bleat Call will do just
that because it produces louder vol-
ume and reaches out longer distance. 

82

Hunter’s Specialties has paired its popu-
lar True Talker Deer Call with the Heavy
Horns Rattling bag to allow a hunter to
duplicate a true deer battle. This combina-
tion is just the thing when big bucks are
spoiling for a fight.

The Hussy Herd Pack by Hunter’s
Specialties includes The Miss Mac Daddy
Cow Call, Fight’n Cow Call, Cow & Calf
diaphragm call and an elk calling video.
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For windy conditions or when
hunters want to reach out over even
longer distances, the Mega Estrus
Bleat Call will do the job. This call
makes the sound of an adult doe in
estrus and produces the loudest vol-
ume of any of the three can calls. The
Mega Estrus Bleat Call works through-
out the rut and is operated by simply
twisting the wrist. 

Hunters know bucks will respond
to what they perceive as fighting rivals
so Hunter’s Specialties offers the
Prime Time Rattling Bag and Heavy
Horns Rattling Bag to mimic these
sounds. The unique, flexible bag con-
tains tuned hardwood elements and
produces the authentic sound of big
bucks battling while allowing one-
handed rattling. The Heavy Horns
Rattling Bag can produce the high vol-
ume sound of battling bull elk as well
as big bucks. The camo-fabric bag is
small and compact and fits into any
fanny pack or back pack. The attached
lanyard makes it easy to carry and the
Rattling Bag’s special construction
allows silent movement through the
woods. 

The Kruncher is a unique hand-
held call that simulates the sound of
deer feeding on acorns. It calms
spooked deer, stimulates deer to feed
and stops deer in a relaxed manner.
Just as the rut vocalizations (bleat,
grunt, snort wheeze) have meaning
and are recognized sounds, so does
the sound of chewing and grinding.
The difference is that it is linked to the
most frequent sound a whitetail expe-
riences (feeding sounds) and can be
used aggressively the entire season. 

For elk hunters, Hunter’s

Specialties offers the Estrus Squeeze
Me Elk Cow Call, a call that begins to
whine from the moment a hunter
depresses the rubber bulb all the way
to the bottom where it finishes in a
nasally sound elk can’t resist. This call
is tunable and a hunter can dial in the
pitch he wants by adjusting the tone
slots built in the call. The Estrus
Squeeze Me Cow Elk Call can produce
high pitched long distance fighting
cow calls, estrus cow whines and even
calf calls. 

Many elk hunters prefer using a
reed call to mimic the sounds of a cow
elk and the H.S. Estrus Whine Single
and Double Reed Calls do that.
During the rut, the high pitched
whine of a cow elk means love to a
bull elk and either of these calls will
stimulate those trophy bulls. Tone
slots allow a full range of tones and
sounds while an adjustable band
allow for easy adjustment. 

The Bull Hooker Cow Call fea-
tures a lightweight, internal reed
design that imitates the sound of a
cow elk to lure in big bulls. By pushing
down on the molded membrane a
hunter can easily increase the pitch of
the call. 

When a greater volume is need-
ed, hunters turn to the Lonesome
Cow Call because its larger body and
smoke colored barrel produces the
louder and higher pitched cow calls
that drive bulls crazy despite longer
distances. The Lonesome Cow Call
comes with a lanyard to keep it handy
when in the field. 

Both Mac Daddy and Mega Mac
Daddy elk calls make authentic
bugles and nasal cow calls and both
feature a removable baffle to tone
down the volume for close in calling.
Each call features a mouthpiece with
patented Infinity Latex which is pre-
cisely stretched and then locked into
place. The result is the calls are more
consistent in tone and longer lasting. 

For additional information on
Hunter’s Specialties products phone
(319) 395-0321.

Mrs. Doe Pee
Sam and Judi Collora have been

producing quality deer scents since
1991 and now offer several acces-
sories to compliment their line of

deer scents. After years of raising deer,
they searched for a call that sounded
like the deer in their pastures. Finally,
they came out with two deer calls that
they felt sound like real deer.

The Miniature Buck Grunter can
be held in the corner of the mouth to
provide hands free operation. The
fully adjustable sound reed allows a
hunter to reproduce just about any
sound a buck makes because all he
needs to do is to inhale. This call clips
to the collar of a hunting jacket and if

Nothing attracts deer like falling acorns
and the Kruncher Deer Call is designed to
calm deer and play on their feeding
instinct. This compact, handheld call simu-
lates the sound of deer feeding on acorns
and relaxes them. It can also call in other
deer that think there is food available.
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it is dropped, it falls out of the way but
is not lost.

The Three-in-one Grunt Tube is a
wood barreled, camo covered,
extendable grunt tube with a three
position reed. With it, hunters can cre-
ate the sound of a fawn bleat, a doe
bleat, or a dominant or subordinate
buck grunt. This call is tuned to the
sounds of live deer. There is an
optional 5 minute instructional tape
available of Sam Collora teaching the
sounds made by a dominant buck
calling to his hot does. For further
information phone (319) 385-3875.

Woods Wise Products
Woods Wise Products offers a

variety of game calls including deer,
elk, turkey and predator calls. The
original 8-IN-1 Buc-N’ Doe Call is a
hands free call designed for
bowhunters. This call will accurately
reproduce plain buck grunts, aggres-
sive grunts, hot doe bleats, tending
grunts, and distress bawls. It has sepa-
rate, removable grunt and doe bleat
cartridges that fit inside the mouth.

When looking to imitate the loud,
aggressive sounds of a rutting buck,
the Super Buck Kicker Plus Snort is the
one many hunters choose. This call
will accurately reproduce the aggres-
sive loud growling deep buck grunts
that are extremely effective when
bucks are courting estrus does.
Hunters can also use it as a buck
threat call to warn off rival bucks. This
call also makes sizzling sniff wheezes
and snorts that add an extra aggres-
sive edge when rattling and calling.

The Super Hot Ma-Mah (+)
Breeding Bellow and DVD offers
hunters four new whitetail deer
breeding calls that are backed by sci-
ence and proven in the field. By sim-
ply inhaling or exhaling a hunter can

make either the young or old doe ma-
ma sound that appeals to both male
and female deer. Soft doe breeding
blats that coax bucks to come in clos-
er are also easy to make and the ultra
soft body and crushable Auto-Tune
Megaphone can be used to make a
realistic hot doe breeding bellow. 

This year Woods Wise introduced
the Super Hot Daddy, a call that repro-
duces buck grunts plus doe bleats.
Exhaling produces the super aggres-
sive and loud growling grunts of dom-
inate rutting bucks or, by rapidly
inhaling and exhaling, a hunter can
reproduce excited buck hypergrunts.
Hot estrus doe bleats are perfectly
duplicated by softly inhaling. Made of
soft silent non-glaring rubber, The
Super Hot Daddy was designed as the
companion call for the famous Woods
Wise Super Hot Ma-Mah breeding
doe call. Together, they make a dead-
ly combination. 

The Grunt-N-Weeze makes
extremely aggressive deer sounds
including growling and aggravated
buck grunts. It is simple to use, just
inhale for grunts and exhale for
snorts, sniffs and wheezes. This call is
extra loud and won’t freeze. 

The Easy Hot Doe Bleat can has
been in production since 1992 and
makes extremely realistic doe bleats.
The Handy-Can Hot Doe Bleat fea-
tures the same deer attracting sound
as the Easy Hot Doe Bleat except it has
a lanyard that keeps the call within
easy reach. When combined with rat-
tling, both calls work great during the
rut. Contact WoodsWise at (931) 364-
7913 for additional information about
these or any of their other calls.

A-Way Hunting Products
A-Way Hunting Products was

established in 1991 with the goal of
bringing unique and effective hunting

products to hunters all over the world.
Among the company’s offerings are
calls for deer and turkey. The
Bowgrunter Plus is advertised as the
world’s only patented “social” deer
call. Deer are social by nature and they
verbally communicate with one
another throughout their lives regard-
less of status, or dominance. A-Way
views this as a weakness to be suc-
cessfully exploited by hunters. A deer’s
social verbal communication is so soft
and subtle that many hunters fail to
hear it. It is this very soft, subtle and
once secretive sound they have dupli-
cated in their calls. With the social

American Outdoors/Mrs Doe Pees offers
hunters a miniature grunt call that can be
worn around the neck and used hands
free. Simple in design yet effective, this call
mimics a variety of deer sounds.

The Three-In-One deer grunt tube by
American Outdoors/Mrs. Doe Pees fea-
tures a hardwood barrel, camo tube cover
and lanyard. The call duplicates just about
any deer sound. A-Way Bowgrunter hands free call in use.

Can calls continue to be popular but, for
those looking for something better, the
Super Hot Ma-Mah (+) Breeding Bellow
and DVD by WoodsWise may be just the
thing. This call makes four new breeding
calls that have been backed by science and
proven in the field. An ultra soft body and
crushable Auto-Tune  Megaphone makes
calling easy.
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deer call, A-Way Hunting Products
says hunters will draw on the deer’s
curiosity and will not need to worry
about frightening deer away with
more aggressive sounds. The compa-
ny says hunters will call in up to three
times more deer than before with the
Bowgrunter Plus. 

The Dual Grunter is the first deer
call designed for both the gun and
bowhunter. It can be used as a 100
percent hands free call attaching to
the hunter exactly like the
Bowgrunter, or can be hand held as a
standard lanyard call. With its inhale
activation and ergonomically
designed mouth piece, the Dual
Grunter is comfortable, easily acti-
vates and is guaranteed not to freeze
in cold weather. The call has four set-
tings: Fawn, Doe, Buck, and
Dominant buck. A-Way can be
reached at (989)435-3879.

Conclusion
When it comes to hunting game

animals nothing is a slam dunk.
Hunters will agree deer don’t walk
around the woods grunting or bleat-
ing all day but there are times a deer
call will bring in a whitetail that other-
wise might pass a hunter’s stand
unnoticed. Bleat calls seem to work
best when deer densities are low and
grunt calls seem to work best when
bucks are actively chasing does.
Rattling is a proven and effective tech-
nique that can be used to attract

bucks throughout the season. 
Elk hunters have come to rely on

their elk bugles and cow calls and
each year many elk are tagged
because they came to a hunter’s call.
When bowhunting elk during the rut,
most hunters carry a variety of cow
calls because they know they can be
the difference between a successful
and unsuccessful season. 

As an avid turkey hunter as well as
a bow hunter, I have a vest full of box,
slate, glass and diaphragm calls that I
use throughout the season. There is
absolutely no doubt, without my arse-
nal of turkey calls, I’d be dining on
chicken rather than turkey more
often. 

Coyote hunting is growing in pop-
ularity and hunters are turning to calls
along with decoys to lure in the wily
predators. Dealers don’t have to stock
only deer and elk calls for additional
profits because most companies cited
above make a variety of game calls
suited for hunting any type of animal
or bird. 

Even though a call doesn’t guar-
antee success it does add an element
of excitement to every hunt. Calling
allows a hunter to take an interactive
approach to a hunt and there’s a cer-
tain level of satisfaction knowing he’s
communicating with a wild animal.
After a few successful encounters with
a deer, elk, turkey or moose, hunters
will be sold on the value of calling.  

Bucks snort when they want to warn rival
bucks to stay away. The Super Buck Kicker
Plus Snort makes perfect snorts in addi-
tion to loud, growling buck grunts. This
call can provide an additional edge when
combined with rattling. It comes with a
lanyard to keep it within easy reach.

The original 8-IN-1 Buc-N’ Doe Call is a
hands free call designed for bowhunters. It
has separate, removable grunt and doe
bleat cartridges that fit inside the mouth for
those times when you want to be able to
use a call with minimal hand motion or
while drawing a bow.
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